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1. INTRODUCTION 
In continuation of [5] we determine the fusion-simple finite groups with 
a Sylow 2-subgroup isomorphic to that of the Mathieu simple group Al,, . 
Precisely we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a Jinite group having a S~~lozu 2-subgroup T 
isomorphic to that of A&,, . If G has no subgroup of index 2, then G/O(G) is 
isomorplaic to one of the follozving groups: 
(i) Ho , the centralizer. in E16 . GL,(2) of an involution of El6 ; 
(ii) El6 . GL,(2), the holomorph of an elementary Abelian group El6 of 
order 16; 
(iii) the simplegroup nrl,, , L,(2), or He. 
In particular, G/O(G) is isomorphic to a subgroup of iUr,, , of the projective 
special linear group L,(2), or of Held’s group He (see [4]) inasmuch as 
El6 . GL,(2) is isomorphic to the normalizer in &1a, and L,(2) of a suitable 
elementary Abelian subgroup of order 16 and H, is isomorphic to the 
centralizer of a 2-central involution in each of the groups i(&~, L5(2), He. 
The structure of T has been described in [5]. Its order is 21° and Z(T) = <.z> 
has order 2. In [5] we determined the possible structure of H = C,(x) 
and showed in the proof of Section 9 that when G has no normal subgroup 
of index 2, then H/O(H) must be isomorphic to Ho. Therefore, Theorem 1 
is a direct consequence of the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Let G be aJinitegroup having an involution z whose centralizer 
H = C,(Z) satisjies H/O(H) r H, . Then G/O(G) is isomorphic to one of 
the groups (i)-(iii) in Theorem 1. 
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This theorem is proved in Sections 2-5 by the method used in [S], namely 
a study of fusion of the involutions in H and an application of the signalizer 
functor method. Thus, a portion of [4] has to be redone under the present 
more general hypotheses with almost identical arguments up to the point 
where one can prove that O(H) is trivial and G is simple. Then Held’s 
result applies. In doing so we are able to handle the three groups NZa ) 
Lj(2), He almost simultaneously. 
The group He possesses an involution whose centralizer is not 2-con- 
strained. However, as G has normal ‘-rank 6 and in the relevant cases 
turns out to be balanced, O(H) = 1 follows as usual from results of 
Gorenstein and Walter. By definition a group 1 is balanced if 
for every pair of commuting involutions a, 6 in J. Thus, instead of [5: 
Lemma 2.21 we now use the following results. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let J be a finite group in which each centralizer. M of an 
involution satisjes one of the folIowing conditions: 
(I) I f  G is an involution in M, then O(C’v(%)) = 1 in 31 = Af/O(M). 
(2) A! is 2-constrained. 
Then J is balamed. 
Proof. Set N = C,(b). I f  M satisfies (1) then the condition of balance 
follows immediately. Case (2) is handled in [2, p. 901. 
For anv elementary Abelian 2-subgroup B of 2 group Jr Gorenstein defines 
WB = <O(C,(b)) / b E I+=, 
LEMMA 1.2 [l, Theorem 51. If  J is b 1 a amed and 21. 3 is an elemental-y 
Sbelian 2-subggvoup of rank at least 6 then the subgroup IL:, has odd order. 
LERIMA 1.3. If  a Sylow 2-subgroup S of the balanced group J possesses 
ma elementary dbelian nomad subgroup A of rank at least 3 thelz iVFt =I FVi 
fir ecery elementary> Abelian subgroup B t$ S of rank at ieast 2. 
Proof. This is the contents of [2, Proposition, p. 1 IQ] in connection 
with [2) Lemma, p. 1091. 
LEMMA 1.4 [3, Theorem 2 and Lemma 4.&l. Let J be a group witk 
O(J) = 1 and a Sylow 2-subgroup S of type L,(4). Then J is isomorphic to a 
subgroup of PGL,(4) and sa&-fies one of the foRowing conditions: 
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(a) J g L,(4) OP PGL,(4). 
(b) [J: J’] = 1 or 3, /’ g E$ . A,, the unique split extension of El6 
by A, in which A, acts transitively on the involutions of El6 . 
(c) S 4 J and C,(S) C S. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 2: NOTATION AND PRELIMIN~UIY LEMMAS 
For the proof of Theorem 2 we fix the following notation. G denotes a 
finite group with an involution x such that H = C(x) = C,(z) sat@es 
H/O(H) z H,, . We may and will assume that O(G) = 1 in order to simplify 
notation. A Sylow 2-subgroup of H is denoted by T. With regard to T 
and H we keep all the notation introduced in [5] and will often refer to 
properties of H proved there. Specifically we have E1 = (z, a,, b, , cl) 
and Ez = (x, aB , b, , czj, E = E1 . Ez , V = (z, a, , a, , w), R, = J/(6, , vl), 
R, = V(b, , Q), TTI = R,R, , T = E . (vl , w, v,). In Table I we describe 
the fusion of involutions of T under H; the representative x for XH n T 
is extremal in T w.r.t. H, for the sake of easy reference we list in the column 8 
the representative for xH n T that was chosen in [4, p. 2551. 
LEMMA 2.1. The notation for elements of H may be chosen in such a way 
that the fusion of imolutions of T under H is as described in Table I. 
TABLE I 
x I CTb9I T-classes contained in xH n T E=A” 
a2 29 2a, - 4b, - &c, 7-r 
alal 29 2a,a, - 4a,b2 - 4a,b, - 8c,a,a,b, - 8c,a,a,b, - 16c,c, ,z3n 
wb, 27 8wba - 16a,vp - 16cp, P 
Proof. In the proof of [5, Lemma 8.11 we may assume 01 = 1 and p = 1 
so that the fusion of involutions of E is as described in [5, Lemma 8.11. 
By [5, Lemma 8.21 the involutions in T - E are represented by w, zzu, 
wb, , wb, . These four elements lie in the coset O(H) Ew which fuses with 
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the cosets of z~r and ~a. The lemma follows from the existence of the 
automorphisms ol, and al+olr of T given in [5, Section 31. 
LEMMA 2,2. T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. 
Proof. A subgroup of order 211 containing T would normalize Z(T) = :,zi, 
hence, lie in H. 
We set S = W<c,c,), and K = C(a,a,) = C,(a,a,). 
LEntrInla 2.3. S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of K; thus, z + a1a2. K has a 
normal subgroup KI of index 2 with S~dow 2-subgroup W. 
Proof. The first statement was proved in [5, Lemma 4.11. W and S 
are normal in T, S - FT’ contains just one T-class of involutions. By 
[S: Cs(clca)] = 2s: 25 = 16 this is an S-class. Suppose there is a subgroup 
Y, of CK(c,cp) of order 26 containing E’ = C,(crc,). As i I; i = 25 and 
y’ = (x>, Yr C N n K and YIfi _C S n C((clcJh) for some h E H n K. By 
[5, Lemma 5.41 H n K has a normal 2-complement, hence (cIcJh = (cIcJs 
for some s E S [5, Lemma 2.71. This contradiction shows that Y is a Sylow 
2-subgroup of CK(clca). Consequently, clcr does not fuse into R, or I?, 
under K. Since all involutions of W lie in R, u R, I K has a normal subgroup 
KI of index 2 with Sylow 2-subgroup w’ by [5, Lemma 2.8(b)]. 
With the exception of H-conjugates of wb, and zub, all involutions of T 
fuse into Z- = R, n R, under H. We, therefore, investigate the fusion 
in V under G. 
LEMMA 2.4. Up to an automorphism in (oil) [5, Section 31 the T-classes 
of izvolutions in I/ fke under G in one of the follouvkg ways: 
(‘ii 
a1 , z, a, , w, alaP , zw, 
a, - x, a, N w, alaa N zw, 
(iii) a, N z N a, N w, alae N xw. 
PYOOJ~. We first show that ala, + ‘u in G. The elements of T whose 
squares lie in the T-class {a,a,, xala2} form a single T-class represented 
by wc,c, . We choose a Sylow 2-subgroup XI 2 X = Cr(zxlc.J of C,(zuc,c-,j. 
As (zL’c~c~)” = .zalae and C,(xaIa,) = S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(xa,a,), 
XI is conjugate in C(za,a,) to a subgroup of S. But the corresponding 
conjugate of WC,C, is a T-conjugate of wclce . Therefore, a conjugate of 
XI lies in Cr(wc,c,) = X. We have X, = X. Now suppose u! N xa,a? - 
Then the square root KJ~ZQ of w is conjugate to a root of xalaQ in S. Con- 
sequently, a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(ZJ~ZJ.J is isomorphic to X. However, 
X’ = (z), whereas, CT(zll~z) = (z, z!rz~a , a, , a,) already has order 25, but 
is Abelian. Therefore, w + alae . 
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We denote by h the natural homomorphism No(V) -+ aut( V). We have 
seen in the proof of [5, Lemma 4.31 that 11 = No(V),\ has a normal 2-com- 
plement M. We also know that the G-classes and A-classes in V coincide. 
In particular, M = 1 leads to case (i) in Lemma 2.4. So assume M f  1. 
The Brauer-Wielandt formula 
I fif I I C,,(TY = I C,,(c,“)I I C*&a9l I Gz(Gw)l 
yields that M is a 3-group since the centralizer of an involution in aut(V) 
has order 26 . 3 or 25 . 3. Moreover, a Sylow 3-subgroup of aut(V) is 
elementary Abelian of type (3, 3). 
Suppose that m is an element of il;T centralized by (c+J”. Then m nor- 
malizes the fixed point set (x, ala,, \ of (c,L,)~ in V. By Lemma 2.3 the element 
m centralizes (x, a,as), hence m = 1 by [5, Lemma 4.31. This shows that 
1 C,,(c,^)l = 3 and/or 1 C,(cl)] = 3 for I M I = 9, respectively 3. Clearly 
C,(Q) normalizes C,(ci”) = ( Z, a,), but again by [5, Lemma 4.31 cannot 
centralize it. For the same reason M cannot normalize the T-class (us , xa,} 
or (ulup , XU,U,}. Finally, qu, + w. The lemma follows. 
We shall consider the three cases of Lemma 2.4 separately in Sections 3-5. 
LEMMA 2.5. SzGppose x N al und let T* be a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(ul) 
‘containing CT(%). Then 
(1) Wbl - 6, in (T, T*) OY 
(2) wb, N u,b, in <T, T*) and, if O(H) = 1, then (T, T*j _C N(E,). 
Proof. Set Y = C,(u,). Clearly Y d (T, T*j. So (T, T*> acts on 
Y’ = V(b,), on V = RI n R, and on Z(Y) = (z, ul). T is conjugate to 
T* in (T, T*) taking Z(T) = (x) to Z(T*) = (al>. Therefore, (T, T*j 
induces in (2, aI) the full automorphism group Za _ If <T, T*j fixes the 
coset (z, u&z, in V/(2, uJ, then the 3-elements in (T, T*j centralize 
(x, a&, since us + alus by Lemma 2.4. But then they centralize (x, a, , a,} 
against <T, T*) inducing 2s . It follows that a suitable 3-element d tran- 
sitively permutes the three involutions in V/(Z, al). It follows that d 
normalizes precisely one of the cosets (2, u,)b, , (x, ul) wb, , (2, u,) a,4 , 
<z, al> wu,b, in Y’ - V. The second and fourth coset each constitute a 
complete T-class whereas the first and third one together make up a complete 
T-class of 8 elements. Therefore, wbl N bl or us4 in (T, d) C (T, T*> = 
Co.,,((x, aI)) . (T, d). In the second case d normalizes (a, ul)bl , hence 
<z, a1 , 6,). Now El”, E1 are normal subgroups of Y. It follows that Ela = El 
as in [4, (2.6)]. Therefore, <T, d) _C N(E,). I f  O(H) = 1, then also 
C<T,T*>(<~> ~1)) C H C WQ- 
We set U = <xwul , ZWU,) and denote by 2& the group of automorphisms 
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that N(R,) induces in Ri , i = 1 and 2. Moreover, t&(x) stands for the 
stabiiizer of x E Ri in ‘%, . 
LEniMa 2.6. Suppose that for i = 1 and 2, j +U~(u,a,)j, = 2” or 2s . 3 
whenever ala2 N wbi k. G. Then O(K)U Q K, a Sylozo 2.-subgrouAp oJ  ^
KJO(K)U is of type L,(4), and K sntisjies condition (1) OY (2) of Lemma 1.1. 
Proof. Let -: K + K = K/O(K) be the canonical homomorphism. 
-_\ -- 
We wish to show that the element xwu,(a,a,> = zzoa,(~a,) is isolated in 
S;<G, j w.r.t. K/(a,a,), i.e., that (xwa, , ~zua~> is the set of K-conjugates 
of zwai in S. By Lemma 2.3 xzuul does not fuse into S - IV. By Lemma 2.4 
a KY-conjugate x of .2wal in Y - (zwa, , xzun,] belongs to (.sa,a, , xw, waras;. 
Since then swap = xwal alaB is conjugate in K to s aIn, , a T-conjugate 
of z or w, no such element x exists: b -wa, does not fuse into 5/’ - (zzcal , xzva&. 
Now suppose x is a K-conjugate of ma, in Ri - I’, i = 1 or 2. The element 
x is an H-conjugate of zvi (- xzu) or wbi . One checks that these H-classes 
in Ri -- 1;’ split into S-classes of precisely 8 elements each. On the other 
hand Ri is weakly closed in S w.r.t. K so that amn, N x under an auto- 
morphism in &(alan), the stabilizer of ala, in the group Q& that M(R,) 
induces in Iii . I f  alaB * wbi in G then our hypothesis on 1 Ui(ala,)/ implies 
that zwal has at most 6 conjugates in Iii and cannot fuse with an S-class 
of 8 elements. If  alaa + zubi in G then ala2 + mJi in K since av,a,a, (piT 
aizji J rub, +J ai+ . By the Glauberman Z*-theorem [5, Lemma 2.91 we 
have u C Z(K;). In particular, O(K,/ U) = 1. -- -- 
The Sylow 2-subgroup W/U of K,/lJ is of type L,(4) as can be seen from 
the following correspondence with generators and relations given in [3]: 
Generator in [3] Xl x2 a i 
6l,c a2- 
b, b, 
-- 
Generator of TV/U XD ZGB 5,q Li w -=i ve L, 
In case (b) and (c) of Lemma 1.4 the group Kl, and, hence, K is 2 con- 
strained, since l& may be identified with the image of R, or R, in Jo So 
assume KJU s L,(4) or PGLs(4). N ow L,(4) is a (UT)-group [6, Theorem, 
p. 4261 and also in PGLa(4) we have O(C(x)) = 1 for involutions x. Con- 
sequentiy, if zis an involution of K1 = K,/O(K) not in 0 then O(Cz(a)) = I. 
I f  a is an involution in i7, then CR(a) = K or K1 . The proof of the lemma 
is complete. 
3. THE CASE a, + z + a, LEADING TO Ho 
In this section we investigate case (i) of Lemma 2.4. 
PROPOSITION 3.0. If  a, + .Z + a2 in G then G s -HO a 
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Proof. Suppose z N wb, and set Y = C,(zubJ, Yr = Z(Y). Then 
Yr = (z, a, , wb,) and N,(Yr) = C=(a,), a group of order 2g. Suppose 
that NJ Y1) has a Sylow 2-subgroup Tl r) NT( Yr) of order 2r”. Then Tl and T 
both normalize .Z(N,(Y,)) = (x, a,); they are conjugate in N((x, a)). 
Under this mapping the normal subgroup Yr = (z, a, , zub,) of Tl corre- 
sponds to a normal subgroup (x, a, , t} of T where t N w6, . It follows 
from .Z( T mod(z, al)) = (z, a, , ua , b,) that 1 CT(t)1 > 2s. Therefore, 
t E v. Then t = x by Lemma 2.4. This contradicts l(z, a, , t)l = 8. We 
have shown that Q = N,(Y,) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of N(Y1). Since we 
assume x N wb, , there exists in C(w6,) a subgroup Q1 >_ Y with [Qr: Y] = 2. 
Then Q1 _C N( Yi); we pick a Sylow 2-subgroup Q. (of order 1 Q 1 = 2g) 
of N( Yr) that contains Qr . Clearly Z(Qo) z Z(Q) = <a, ur). It follows from 
C,(R,) = Rl C Y C Q, C Q. that Z(Q,) C Z(Y) and 
Z(Qo) C Z(Qd C Z(Y) = YI . 
We have Qrg for some g E N(Y,). I f  Z(Qr) = Yr , then 
Q1” CQ n C(Y,) C Y 
contradicting [Qr: Y] = 2. Consequently, Z(Q,) = Z(QJ = (wb, , t), where 
t E (a, al)*. Recall that Z(QJ N Z(Q) and that by hypothesis there is no 
fusion in Z(Q) = (x, u&. But wb, N u6,t in T by [5, Table II]. This 
contradiction shows that I + wb, . Similarly a + zub, . Thus, x is isolated 
in T w.r.t. G and the Glauberman Z*-theorem [5, Lemma 2.91 implies 
G = O(G) . H. Since we assume O(G) = 1, we have G E Ho . 
(We would like to remark that an analog of Proposition 3.0 in the cases 
H/O(H) $ Ho of [5, key theorem] may be obtained with only little additional 
effort.) 
4. THE CASE a, N z + u2 LEADING TO El6 . GL,(2) 
We now come to the characterization of the subgroup N(El) in Ma,, . 
PROPOSITION 4.0. If a, - 2: + a, in G, then G s El6 * GL,(2). 
The proof will be given in a sequence of lemmas where in addition to 
the hypotheses of Section 2 we assume a, N z + uB . 
LEMMA 4.1. In G and in N(E,) the involutions of H fuse precisely us 
follows: x N a, , u2 - w, a,a, - xw - wb, , zub, . In pa&&r, El is 
strongly closed in T w.r.t. G and [ ?&(a,, a& = 23 for i = 1 and 2. 
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Boot. With respect to G we are in case (ii) of Lemma 2.4. As before 
we denote by 91ci the group of automorphisms that N(RJ induces in Ri 
(i = 1,2). Since Ri is weakly closed in T w.r.t. G, G-classes in .Ri coincide 
with %,-classes. By Lemma 2.5, wb, fuses with q or ala2 (cf. Table I). In the 
first case x has precisely 31 conjugates in R, (namely lc + 6a, + 24203,) 
so that 41, possesses an element a of order 31. However, there are 14 911,- 
conjugates of a, and 18 %,-conjugates of qua all to be centralized by a. 
This contradiction shows that rub, fuses with alaP . In particular, z has 
precisely 7, a1n2 has precisely 42 conjugates in Ii,. From the structure 
of H, we know that H n N(R,) induces a group of order 2d . 3 in R2, ; this 
is so since LVM(R1) induces in Rl the same group that N,(R,) induces in w, 
under H + R = H/O(H) simply because O(H) A IV~(RJ _C CH(R,). There- 
fore, / 2& 1 = 2” ’ 3 . 7 and [ !&(a,~,)! = 23. Now suppose ~3, N z in 11, . 
Then C(w3,) has a subgroup Yr of order 2a containing Y = CT(zu3,): a 
group of order 2’. Yr normalizes Z(Y) = (z, aB , ~3,). The only G-conjugates 
of az in Z(Y) are a, and zu, . Therefore, Y1 C H n C(ru3.J. However; a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(zcib,) has order 27, Therefore, z has precisely 3 
conjugates in R, and / 211, j = 24 . 3”. The 24 conjugates of ~3, form their 
own %,-class in R, because we have already 18 conjugates of a, and 18 con- 
jugates of alnB and 42 does not divide j %a I. Therefore: j ?&(~,a,)\ = 2”. 
We have determined the G-fusion of involutions of T. In particular we 
have that Er is strongly closed in T w.r.t. G. By [5, Lemma 2.61 the involu- 
tions of Er are conjugate in N(E,). Therefore also with respect to N(Er) 
we are in case (ii) of Lemma 2.4. Moreover the H-classes of involutions 
in T coincide with the N&Q-classes as .& c R. Therefore, we may repeat 
the preceeding argument with N(E,) instead of G to obtain the lemma. 
LENIRI.4 4.2. C(a,) is 2-co&mined. If  O(C(a,)) = 1, then C(a,) Z N(E,j. 
PiOOf. Set 8 = C(aa). We argue that z is isolated in the Sylow 2-subgroup 
E’(c,:) of 6. By Table I the involutions of K’<c,> - W are H-conjugates 
of a, and ala4 , hence not conjugate to z. By Lemma 4.1 the &conjugates x 
of x in R, lie in (z, a, , zur~. We obtain ~a, N xuil E {zn, , a1n2 ) zu,a,>, 
hence sa$ = ,zus , x = x. Similarly if z is B-conjugate to an element y  in 
R, - V, theny E (3, , arb, , ~3, , curb,), xa, N’ ya, -T ash, ,-H u1u2 , a con- 
tradiction. By the Glauberman Z*-theorem US = O(8) C,(z) = O(8) C&a,). 
We know that in f f  = H/O(H) the group CE(&) is a 2-group. Thus, C,(a,) 
has a normal 2-complement, 6 is 2-constrained and lies in N{Er) when 
O(8) = 1. 
LEMMA 4.3. C(a,u,) is 2-constrained. If  O(C(a,u,>) = 1, then 
C(u a,) c AyE,). 
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Proof. Since wb, is extremal in T m.r.t. G, X = C=(wb,) = R,(c,v,) 
is a Sylow 2-subgroup of 6 = C(zub2). Th e involutions in the coset R,c,v, 
are T-conjugates of c2vI . Now 
T = Rz(<ca) x @A 3 V,)(G)) 
so that X has two T-conjugates each containing 8 of the 16 conjugates of 
cazjr . Also R, acts on the 8 involutions of X - R, , in fact transitively: 
1 R, /: 1 CR,(c,vl)I = 8. We compute 
X n C(c,v,) = (z, a, , wb, , c&. 
In this group z has no G-conjugates except itself. Suppose Q n C(c,v,) has 
a subgroup Y1 of order 25 containing Y = X n C(c,v,). Then Y1 _C H. As 
usual we consider R = H/O(H) w h ere y1 C C,((wb, , Z&)). This is not 
possible in H0 E f f .  Therefore, Y is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C6(cavI11). 
In particular, cavl is not conjugate in 8 to an involution in R, . By [5, 
Lemma 2.81 8 has a normal subgroup 6r of index 2 with Sylow 2-subgroup 
R, . 
By Lemma 4.1 N(R,) d in uces in R, a group 2l, of order 2” . 3. Since 
wb, has precisely 24 conjugates in R, , the stabilizer of wb, in ?I, has order 
2 .3. Therefore, N(R,) n 6, induces in R2 a group (x) of order 3. The 
group CRv(x) of fixed points has order 4 or 16. 
Supposk this order is 16. Clearly x normalizes (z, al). Assume that x 
centralizes (z, a,> and let x E N(R,) n 6r be a 3-element that induces 3~. 
Then x E C,(wb,). As C,(w6,) is a 2-group (see [4, Table I on p. 255]), 
x E O(H). But O(H) n N(RJ centralizes R, so that x = 1, a contradiction. 
Therefore, (z, a,) n CR (x) = 1 and x centralizes RJ(z, ar). In particular 
P normalizes aIa,<z, aI;>‘. This set contains two G-conjugates of aIn, and 
two G-conjugates of a, . Therefore x centralizes alaP . However, we have 
seen in the proof of Lemma 4.3 that the stabilizer of a,aa in ‘%a is a 2-group. 
Therefore,. 1 CR%(~)1 = 4. 
It follows that the Sylow 2-subgroup R,/<wb,) of @/(wbg) has an isolated 
involution so that O(8) CR,(~) 4 Q, by the Glauberman-Z*-theorem. But 
now x acts fixed-point-free on a Sylow 2-subgroup, A of S,/O(S) CRB(x). 
By [5, Lemma 2.31 the group @,/O(Q) CRp(x) is solvable of 2-length 1. 
Consequently, O(B)R, is normal in Q, of index 3. Clearly then Q is 2- 
constrained. Moreover, 6 = O(6) . R,(c,v,) . (x) C O(6) . T . N((x, al)). 
Therefore, if O(6) = 1 and O(H) = 1, 8 C N(E,) by Lemma 2.5(2). 
Proof of Proposition 4.0 (concluded). In addition to the results of 
Lemma 4.2, 4.3, 4.5 also the centralizer of x is 2-constrained. By [5, 
Lemma 2.21 O(C(x)) = 1 for every involution x in G. Since x, a2 , u1u2 , wb, 
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also represent the N(E,)-classes of involutions it now follows from Lemma 4.2: 
4.3, 4.5 and the fact H 2 N(E,) that N(E,) contains the centralizers of all 
its involutions. Also N(T)C H. By [5, Lemma 2.11 G = N(&). As 
CT(El) = El we now have C(E,) = El. Clearly H is a proper subgroup 
of G so that G induces the full automorphism group G&(2) z A, in El I 
The proof of the proposition is complete. 
5. THE CASE al - z N a, LEADING TO A&,, , L,(2j AND He 
We complete the proof of Theorem 2 with the foliowing proposition 
PROPOSITION 5.0. If a, - z - a, in G then G g n/r,, , L-(2), or He. 
We assume a, .w 2: N a2 and proceed in a short sequence of lemmas. 
LEMMA 5.1. Tire group G has precisely two classes of involutions. They me 
represented by z and ala, . So j *?Ii(ala8)1 = 23 . 3 wizerzever wbi N alaP . 
Proof. The fusion of involutions in 6’has been determined in Lemma 2.4. 
By Lemma 2.5 and Table I the element wbl fuses with z or a,b, a Similarly, 
ub, fuses with x or a,b, . In the case wb, w ala2 %I-e obtain 1 ‘21, i = 21 . 3” . 7 
as .z has precisely 21 conjugates in R, , and , &(n,nJ = 23 3 from the 
42 conjugates of a1u2 . 
LEMXIA 5.2. The group G is simple. 
Proof. Let N be a normal subgroup of G. If  H c Ar, then N = G as 
AT(T) i’ H. Therefore, we may assume that X n H is a proper normal 
subgroup of H. Since H,, is perfect, N n T c A’ n H C O(H)E. This implies 
N r? T = N .n E. Now N n T is strongly closed in T w.r.t. G. However, each 
involution of E fuses into T - E. Therefore, N n T = 1 and N _C U(G) = 1, 
LEMMA 5.3. O(H) = 1. 
Proof. Clearly H = C(z) is 2-constrained. If  also K = C(a,a,) is 2- 
constrained, then the lemma follows from Lemma 5.1 and [5, Lemma 2.23. 
We, therefore, assume that K is not 2-constrained. By Lemma 2.6 (on the 
basis of Lemma 5.1) and Lemma 1.1, G is balanced. Set; A = R, . Then 
FL:, = (O(C(x)) j x E A’) 
has odd order by Lemma 1.2 and contains O(H) and O(K). By Lemma 1.3? 
Il;a = WE, so that iv(&) C N(IF>). Therefore, 
H = O(H) NH(E1) C N(DL). 
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Similarly, IVA = WV and K = O(K) NK( U) _C N( lITA). We apply Lemma 2.4 
to N(JVA). In case (i) and (ii) K is 2-constrained by Proposition 3.0 respec- 
tively Lemma 4.3 against our present assumption. Therefore, case (iii) 
holds in N(l17A). Now Lemma 5.1 is applicable to N(W,) and implies that 
N(W,J contains the centralizers C,(x) of all its involutions x. By [5, 
Lemma 2.11, N(I17A) = G. But G is simple. Therefore, O(H) = 1. 
Proposition 5.0 follows from Lemma 5.2, Lemma 5.3, and [4]. 
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